
NOTES ON SOME FOSSIL PLANTS FROM THE TRINITY DIVISION
OF THE COMANCHE SERIES OF TEXAS.

BY

William Morris Fontaine.

(Willi Plates x xx \ix i.i 1 1.

)

The fossil plants whose description form the subject of this paper

were collected by their discoverer, Mr. J. W. Barvey, of Glen Rose,

Texas. They occur in the bed of the Paluxy River, two miles above (lieu

Rose. The material containing the fossils is a pretty firm limestone,

quite free from sand and clay, and lighl gray in color, which was evi

dently a deposit formed at a considerable distance from the shore.

This necessitated a. prolonged immersion of the plant remains in water

and their transportation over long distances. This conclusion, drawn

from the nature of the sediment, is confirmed by the condition and

character of the plant fossils. They are very fragmentary, and con

sist chiefly of types that can withstand maceration. The fact- that the

plant remains probably did not obtain speedy entombment in sedi-

ments must, be taken into consideration in determining the probable

character of the flora of the Trinity epoch, for the absence of certain

types may be accounted for by the conditions attending the fossiliza-

tion of vegetation.

The limestone is without minor structure planes and cleavage. It

breaks in any direct ion, and this fact makes it difficult to work out,

without additional comminution, the fragments preserved. An addi

tional difficulty in securing identifiable specimens is caused by the fact

that the vegetable matter of the fossils in many cases peals off from

the stone, leaving an imprint that does not always give the true char

acter of the relic.

Most of the fossils are in the form of small fragments, ('ones of

conifers and bits of twigfc of the same much predominate. The twigs

have usually thick leathery leaves and a dense durable epidermis.

These facts indicate that- the plants and parts of plants that can with-

stand long drifting are predominant, because more perishable forms

were destroyed in transportation. Conifers of certain types are most

common, probably because, under (lie existing conditions, they were

best fitted for preservation, and not because they were most common
in the Mora, Plants fossilized after being drifted long distances can
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never give so correct an idea of the flora of the time as those that are

entombed where they fell. It is greatly to bo desired thai near shore

formations of the epoch now in question containing fossil plants may
be discovered. In that case the absence of types in the fossils would

more probably indicate their absence in the flora.

While the conditions under which they were preserved indicate thai

the (lien Rose fossils probably give us a very imperiled idea of the

flora of the time, the amount of material obtained is not large enough

to give us much confidence in any negative conclusions concerning the

character of the Trinity flora. To this must be added the tact that the

plants are obtained from a single very small area, in all the vast ex-

panse of the' Trinity beds. The collection was contained in fivequite

small boxes. The greater part of the material is in the form of dupli-

cates of a few types, and this shows that Mr. Harvey obtained as full

a representation as was possible of the forms found at the locality.

Trot'. Roberl T. Hill, of the U. S. Geological Survey, established the

subdivisions of the Lower Cretaceous of Texas now generally accepted,

after determining the true order of succession of the formations of that

great state. He .-jives for the Lower Cretaceous the following groupings,

the Comanche series forming the base of the Cretaceous:

Comanche Series.

111. Washita Division

I

in. 1 tenison beds.

J
!t. Fort Worth beds.

\ s. Duck Creek )>«'<ls.

( 7. Schloenbachia beds.
i>. Caprina limestone.
5. Comanche Peak !>c<ls.

II. Comanche Peak or

Fredrickshnre hivis-s
I 4. \\ alnut clays.

ion. ., ,, ,
',

[ 6. raluxy sands.

, ,., ..,,,... ( 2. Glen Rose or alternating beds.
1. 1 runt v I Mvisioti. < 1 ., , ,., • •

.

,J
( 1. Basal 1 nnity sands.

In a letter to the writer. Prof. Hill states that the Glen Rose fossil

plants occur in a lenticular mass of fine sediment, in a chalky lime

mass full of marine fossils, about 250 \'vr\ above the bottom of the

Trinity Division. According to him, there is no break between the

basal Trinity sands and the Glen Rose beds. The latter represent de-

posits laid down in deeper waters farther from land. The Trinity ba-

sal sands were formed as the sea advanced from its present outline

across the whole state of Texas.

Attention may here be called to the similarity in the conditions at-

tending the formation of the Trinity beds and the Potomac beds, as

found in Virginia, which latter hold a fossil flora nearly allied, in its

older elements, to that of the Trinity. The Potomac beds of Virginia

(the lower Potomac) contain the fossil plants in lenticular beds of clay

which lie in the sands and other coarse materials, the clay beds repre-

senting eddies in the unquiet waters. The Virginia Potomac sands

and gravels were laid down in shallow shore waters, in a progressing

subsidence. Bui in the case of t he Virginia beds we have no evidence

that the subsidence was sufficient to produce limestone.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES.

EQUISETACE^J.

Equisetum texense sp. nov.

PL xxxvi, Fig. 1.

Stems small, 3 to 4 millimeters in diameter. Average length of inter-

nodes, 1 centimeter. Sheath swollen, average length, 5 millimeters.

Character of teeth not certainly made out, but apparently they are

narrow aud about twelve in number. This Equisetum is much like

E. Bwchardti, Hunker, of the European Wealden, and resembles also

E. virginicum, of the Potomac formation, but it seems to have been
somewhat larger than the latter. It belongs to the type of Equiseta

with small steins and swollen sheaths that is characteristic of the Lower
Cretaceous. These three plants, E. Burchardti, E. virginicum, and E.

texense, are all closely allied and are, perhaps, somewhat varying types

of the same species.

Only one specimen was found that showed the sheaths, aud in this

case the preservation was not perfect enough to make fully known the

shape of the teeth. There arc, however, several imprints which ap-

pear to have been made by portions of the stem of this plant. The
tumid character of the sheaths, however, is well displayed in the more
perfect specimen. The considerable length of this stem, its rigid na-

ture, and the appearance of the sheaths, remind one of Casuarina.

FEKNS.

One of the most peculiar features of the flora collected at Glen
Rose is the almost total absence of ferns. Generally in any collection

of older Cretaceous fossils ferns are among the most abundant forms. As
these Texas fossils are preserved in sediment accumulated during a

progressing subsidence, we would expect them to show a large propor-

tion of ferns. This, however, is not the case. Only a single imprint,

with its reverse, was found belonging to this group, ami this is the tip

of a pinna or pinnule, which is too small to permit the character of the

plant to be made out.

Sphenopteris valdensis Heer?

PL xxxvi, Fig. 2.

A small specimen was found of a fern of Wealden type, closely allied

to, if not identical with, 8. valdensis, described by Heer from the
Wealden of Portugal. The specimen is too small to permit the posi-

tive determination of the plant. The fragment seems to belong to the
terminal portion of an ultimate pinna, As this portion of a fern often
differs much from parts lower down on the pinna, it is of no value to
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determine character. The pinnules or laciniee bave tbe narrow elongate

shape, the oblique insertion, and the firm consistency given for 8,

voldensis. The nerves wore not distinctly seen, but appear to be' single

in each lacinia or pinnule, as in the planl from Portugal. Heer* iden

tuies bis planl with S.JnQleri, fittings, and with Jeanpaulia nervosa

Dunk., of the Wealden of Hanover. Tins type of fern seems to bave

been a common one m the Wealden of Europe.

CYCADS.

The cycads, although not very abundant in the Glen Rose fossils,

stand next to the conit'ers. They are in n very fragmentary condition,

but still suffice to enable one to determine, in a number of cases, the

character of the plant with some certainty. Fortunately the character

Of some Ol these forms is so marked that they are readily identified.

Dioonites Buchianus, var. raiinervis var. qov.

PI. \\\\ i. Figs. 3, i.

This plant agrees in all respects, except the nerves, with the typical

Dioonites Buchianus. It lias the same thick durable epidermis, the same

shape, dimensions, and modi' of insertion of the leaflets, and the same

character of stem. The nerves are stronger, fewer in number, and
more remote than in the typical form so common in the Potomac of

Virginia. They fork near the base of the leaflets, but have the ulti-

mate branches only five to seven in number. Fig. ."> gives a portion of

a leaf of medium size and shows the insertions of leaflets. V\iz. I repre

sents a terminal portion of a leaflet of large size showing the nerves.

A considerable number (live to six) of specimens of this plant, were

found, and it we may judge from this, it was one of the more common
cycads of the Glen Rose region.

Dioonites Buchianus Schiniper.

PI. xxxvi. Fig. "».

This plant, first found in the Carpathian Urgonian beds of Grodischt,

and later seen to be distributed in great abundance in the Potomac

strata of Virginia, was without doubt present in t lie Texas Trinity flora.

1 1 is, however, quite rare in the typical form as a fossil in the Glen Pose

strata. At least two well characterized specimens of it, differing in no

respect from the Virginia fossils, bave been obtained. The specimens

show the usual line closely placed nerves of the true IK Buchianus^

covered with a linn durable epidermis. As I have endeavored in pre

vious statements to show, mi conclusion can be safely drawn from the

rarity of the fossils as to the relative abundance of the form in the

Trinity flora.

• Flore fossile .In Portugal," p. 1 1. PI. x\ . Figs. 9 1

1
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Dioonites Buchianus, var. angustifolius Fonl

PI. xxxvi, Pig. <i.

In I he Potomac strata of Virginia a Dioonites was found with leaflets

much narrower than the normal form. As it did QOt graduate into the

normal J>. Buehionus, and apparently was not an accidentally narrowed

form of that species, t Ik- writer in Monograph x v of the publications of

the I'. S. Geological Survey, Pari i, text, p. L85, proposed to consider

it a variety. This narrow form is present in the Texas region, as is shown

in (»ne well characterized specimen. This specimen shows leaflets

exactly like those of the Virginia Potomac.

Dioonites Dunkerianus (Gopp.) MiqneL

PL xxxvr, Fig. 1l'; PI. xxxvii, Fig. l.

Leaves large; midrib very strong; leaflets spreading, closely placed,

somewhat thickened at base, slightly and gradually narrowed toward

their bases; attached to the sides of the midrib, as in I). BucManus,

with a slightly protracted and decurrent base, narrowly linear in shape,

obtuse to subacute at the tips, very thick and leathery in substance,

with a linn durable epidermis, attaining apparently maximum length

of 15 centimeters and a width of 2 to ."> millimeters; nerves obscure,

apparently live to six in number, very slender, and immersed in the

thick leaf substance.

Several fairly well preserved specimens of this noteworthy plant were

obtained. They apparently belong to the middle and upper portions

of the leaf, and tin basal and terminal portions were not seen. The

specimens are somewhat distorted, so that the angle made by the leaf

lets with the midrib can not certainly be made out. They seem to ,«r<>

oil' at an angle of about 45 degrees.

This plant agrees so well with l>. Dunkerianus (Gopp.) Miquel, from

the Wealden of Hanover, that it can not be separated from it. It clearly

belongs to tin 1 same genus with l>. Buchianus, wherever that may be

placed, l»nt is decidedly distinct from it. Schenk, in describing* />.

Dunkerianus, gives the length of the leaflets as 4 to ti centimeters.

I do not understand how he obtained these dimensions, for on PI. xv.

Pig. 1, of the same work he gives a figure of this plant which shows

leaflets 7 centimeters long with the entire length not preserved. That

they were considerably longer is shown by the fact that a leaflet Teen

tiiueters long, with the end broken oil', shows no diminution in width.

Scheuk's figure represents the leaflets as they are shown in the Texas

plant. Fig. 1, PI. xxxvii of this paper, gives a portion of a large leaf

with the leaflets of only one side preserved. All of the width of the

midrib is not preserved, but its great size is indicated in the specimen.

PI. xxx'vi, Fig. 1l', gives a specimen with a smaller midrib, showing its

" Die Fossile Flora der Nor<lweat(lfiitsclicn YVealdea formation," pp, 150,31.
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entire width. In this hitter specimen a number of the Leaflets attached

to the right-hand side of the midrib are doubled over t<> t lie left-hand

side, so that with casual inspection they might give an erroneous idea

of their mode of insertion. The texture of the plant figured by Schenk
seems to have been similar to that of the Texas form, for both show a

wrinkling at right angles with the length of the leaflets, due to shrink

ing in drying.

It is very difficult to seethe nerves, as they appear to be very slender

and are immersed in the leaf-substance. Thecontract ion produced in

the fleshy leaflets gives sometimes deceptive forms. In some eases two

longitudinal folds, near the center of the leaflets, appear as strong

nerves, and sometimes the space between them takes on the appearance

of a strong single nerve, giving the plant the appearance of a Cycadites.

At first 1 was led to think thatthe plant belonged to this genus. I am
not then surprised that Dunker* described a form of this plaid as Cyca-

dites Morrisianus. Schenk Correctly unites i t. with />. Dunkerianus,

notwithstanding the fact that 1 •linker's figure represents the leaflets as

nearly 8 centimeters long with the ends not preserved.

Podozamites acutifolius Font.1

PI. xxxvi. Fig. 7.

Only a single specimen was found of a plant that may be identical

witli Podozamites acutifolius Font., of the Potomac formation. This is

represented in Pl.XXXVI, Fig. 7. It is the basal portion of a small leaflet,

narrowing to a pedicel at base. It has quite tine nerves that fork to

wards the base, the branches becoming parallel. The size of the leaf

let and its shape towards the base agree quite well with the Potomac

plant,! but of course the specimen does not permit positive identifica-

tion.

It should be stated that both the species here given as Podozamites

may belong to the genus Nageiopsis as determined by the writer} from

the Potomac flora. There are no characters in the basal portions of

single detached leaflets that will distinguish the two genera. The tips

of detached leaflets, however, show distinctions, for in Podozamites

the nerves towards the ends of the leaflets converge and unite more or

less, while in Nageiopsis they continue parallel but are usually more

closely placed towards the tips.

With reference to the genus Nageiopsis, it may be stated that when

its determination was made from the study of the abundant material

obtained from the Potomac beds of Virginia, the writer had not been

able to see specimens of the leaves of the Nageia section of Podocar

" Monographie der Norddentschen Wealdeubildung," p. L6. PI. vii, tin. 1.

IMouograpb xv, U. S. Geological Survey, Pari I, text, p 181; Pari u. plates, PL
i.\ \ \ v. Fig. in.

tOp. .it.. Pari i. text, p 194 L95
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pus. Descriptions of the leaves were relied upon. Since that, owing

to the kindness of ;i friend residing in Japan, both the leaves and fruit

of forms of Nageia have been procured. The leaflets in every respect

are identical with those of Nageiopsis, while the nut-like fruits closely

resemble sonic of the smooth, rounded forms described in Monograph

xv, as Oycadeospermum. It will be noted that similar fruits are

found in the Glen J Jose fossils.

Podozamites species !

PL xxxvi, Fig. 8.

A single specimen of the basal portion of a leaflet was found among
the Glen Rose fossils, which seems to be a Podozamites. The leaflet

narrows to the base, as if to form a pedicel. The nerves are strong,

fork near the base, then become parallel. They are rather remote, and

may belong to a form like /'. dintantinervis of the Potomac of Virginia,

but the leaflets are much smaller than any shown by that species.

Zamites tenuinervis Font.

PI. xxxvii, Figs. ''•, I; PI. xxxxin, Figs. 1, 2.

A considerable number of specimens were found of a cycad not, to

be distinguished from Zamites tenuinervis Font, of the Potomac of Vir-

ginia. This is by far the most common cycad in the Glen Rose fossils,

and it is noteworthy that it is decidedly the most common Zamites in

the Potomac flora. As is the case with the Potomac fossils, the leaflets

are found detached, showing that they were easily separated from the

stem, leaving a base with a sinus. The only difference between the

Texas and Virginia forms is found in the fact that some of the Texas

leaflets show nerves rather more remotely placed than those seen in

any of the Potomac forms. The curving shape found in some of the

Potomac fossils may be seen in some of the (Hen Pose forms also.

Fig. 4
7
PI. xxxvn, may be compared with Fig. 1, PI. lxx of Monograph

xv of the United States Geological Survey. PI. xxxvn, Fig. 3, of this

paper gives the end ofa leaflet; Fig. 2 shows a portion ofoneofthe broad-

est leaflets, and Fig. 1, PI. xxxvni, represents portions of three leaflets

that were apparently attached to the same stem. This plant is pretty

well characterized, and as it seems to have been well established in the

Trinity flora it is important as showing a resemblance between that

and the Potomac flora.

CONIFERS.

Conifers are, as stated before, predominant forms in tin 1 (Hen Rose
fossils. They predominate in the number of species, and especially in

the parts of certain forms capable of withstanding long immersion in

water. The twigs of such plants as Frenelopsis, covered with a~dense

epidermis, and those of Brachyphyllum, protected by their imbricated

dense leaves, the compact cones of Pagiophyllum, and the thick
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leathery leaves of Sequoia pagiophylloides are by far the most common
fossils. The more fragile forms, like Sphenolepidium, Laricopsis, etc.,

are significant by their rarity. Owing to the facl that the parts of the

plants were probably not covered with sediment as they fell, it is

impossible to determine from the relative a Imm la nee of the fossils anj

thing concerning the numerical relations of the plants in the flora.

Abictitea Linkii (Komi.) 1 > 1 1 1 1

K

PI, xxxvn, Fig. -.

TheGIen Rose fossils furnish two or three specimens of a conifer that

agrees closely witli Abietites lAnkii as described and figured byScheuk.*

Scheuk's figures represent detached leaves, but the Texas fossil is the

end of an ultimate twig with several leaves attached. The exact mode

of attachment of the leaves is not shown, bul they, unlike the Cepha

lotaxopsis of the Potomac, a type somewhat similar to this, are seal

lered around the stem ami taper gradually to their bases. Tin' leases

are very rigid, coriaceous, linear in form, witli obtuse tips. Only one

good tip was seen, and the emarginate feature mentioned by Schenls

was not observed. The midrib is siugle and strong. It is (pule rare

among the Glen Rose fossils.

Laricopsis longifolia Pout.

PI. wwi. Fig. !•.

A very distinctly defined imprint of a small cylindrical stem was

found among the Glen Rose fossils. It has a distinct pitting, with small

depressions that appear to be the scars of fallen leaves or leaf bundles.

Attached to the stem which is proportionally verj large, are the bases

of several very narrow leaves. The leaves appear to have been i bread

like. The Stem and the leaves are exactly like some of those of Luri

copsis longifolia, described by the writer from the Potomac of Virginia.!

All the characters agree so well with those of the Potomac plant that,

although the amount of the material is very small, 1 have no hesitation

in regarding this Texas fossil ;is /.. longifolia.

The nerves of the leaves could not he made out in the (Hen Rose

specimen, but there is nothing to indicate that the\ are not single in

each leaf, as in the I'otonme fossil.

Sphenolepidium Steinbergianum, var. densifolium Font.

PI. XXXVI, I'i-. 10.

Several specimens of a conifer were found thai appear to be identi

tied with Sphenolepidium Sternbergianum, var. densifolium. This vari

ci\ was determined by the writer from the Potomac of Virgiuia.

• • I'os.silc Flora del Nordwestdeutscheu VYealdeuformatiou," pp 39, 10 PI. xix,

Figs, i 5

iMi graph xv, U. S. Geological Survey, Pari I, text, p 238 Compare of the

same « ork, Pari n, plates, I'l clxviii, Fig
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The leaves of the Glen Rose plant, especially the lateral ones, are

aarrow, acicular, and incurved, nil closely crowded. The Texas planl

agree exactly with some of the Virginia forms,* resembling most those

wit 1 1 the most delicate and crowded leaves. Some of the specimens

show undeveloped leafy buds, as may be seen in some of the Virginia

forms. i The specimens are few, probably because the parts of this

plant could not withstand long immersion in water and transportation

to a distance.

PiniiH : |

PI. \\\\ i. Fig. II.

The collection of fossils from Glen Rose contains ;i few scattered,

linear, our uerved leaves, such as are shown in PI. xxxvi, Pig. 1 1. They
are more attached, and are always so broken that only short bits are

visible, which never show the tips of the leaves. They have a width

of about 1£ millimeters, and the longest specimens have ;i length of

about '> centimeters. Their deciduous character, narrow, rigid form,

with only one nerve, indicate that they are ;i species of Pinus which

can not be at present more accurately determined.

IIOVBrachyphyllum texense sp.

PI. xxxviii, Figs. '> 5; PI. xxxix, Figs. I, la

Trees or shrubs with alternate and penultimate branches in one

plane, spreading rather widely. The ultimate branches are usually

formed by the dichotomous forking, at considerable intervals, of the

penultimate ones, but they are sometimes sparsely distributed alter

nately towards the terminations of the hitler. The ultimate branches

are short, stout, cylindrical in form, obtuse, not tapered towards then

tips. All the branches were covered with closely imbricated, leathery,

thick, scale like leaves, winch had a dense, very durable epidermis

that in its present condition looks like enamel. The leaves vary a little

in shape with age. The young leaves are broadly elliptical, the older

ones broadly rhombic, less commonly more or less rounded. Nearly

all the leaves had their ends prolonged into the form of a subacute,

lancet shaped tip, which is usually incurved in the lateral leaves.

They are strongly keeled towards their ends, and the keel runs back in

t he body of t he leaf some distance, but does not pass to its base. The
leaves are often decussate, in lour rows, but, are sometimes spirally

arranged.

The probable cones are uarrowly oval to oblong, about I centimeter

Compare Monograph xv, U. 8, Geological Suyrev, part u, plates, PI, cwm.
Fig. :;.

t Md, PI. cxxxi, Fi|
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in thickness and 2£ centimeters in length. The character of the scales
oi the cone was not made «>m. The probable staminate nments ;uc
oblong to vylindrical in form, covered with closely appressed ami im
brioated scales thai are elliptical in shape and have at their ends acute
prolongations thai are about half as long as i he bodyof the scale These
ameuts aic about 13 millimeters long and 3 millimeters thick.

Numerous specimens of this noteworthy planl occur, and it was
olearl) very common in the Trinity ftora. Unfortunately the thick
coriaceous leaves have a greal tendency to peel off in an the stone, and
hence specimeus handled without greal care are easily spoiled.

PI. wwiii, Fig. 5, gives a portion of what was a branch of consider
able si e, h shows whal seems to have beencommon in the plant, vi

the tendeucy of the tw igs to diverge at flrsl w idely from thestems \\ hich
give them oft', and then to curve upwards toward the ends of the main
branches. This figure shows also the dichotomous mode of division of
tin* laaiit lies, which seems to have been the most common.

PI, \\\i\. Fig, l. represents the end of a compound branch thai is

much smaller than thai given in Fig. ... which is the middle portion of
tlu 1 branch.

In PI. xxxix, Fig. I, the arrangeinenl of the ultimate twigs in an alter-

nate manner, a less common mode, is seen. Some <>t' the ultimate t \\ igs

in this specimen were broken off, so thai the ultimate grouping is not

full} shown. The only cone found which can with probability be re

ferred to this Brachyphylluin is thai given in Fig. 3, PI. in. A.s the
si one in splitting carried off the upper surface of this cone the character
Ol the scales was not made out, while its dimensions and shape are well

disclosed. The scales seem to have been rather thick toward their tree

ends, wedge-shaped towards their base, and to have overlapped one
anot her.

The small anient represented in PL wwni. Fig, I, most probably be
longs to this Brachyphyllum, being the staminate anient. The shape
oi its scales agrees well with those figured l>y Saporta* for />. graeite.

but the aineiii from Texas is more slender or cylindrical in shape.
Tins plant is most probably a new species, h is probabl) nearer

/>. Moreauanum Brougn., than any previously described species, but

differs from this in the greater uniformity in the shape of the leaves.
ami in the constant absence of an} mammillan prominence on their

backs as well as in the more decided development of-a lancet shaped tip.

It is quite different from B. crassicaule Font., of the Virginia Poto
macl iu showing a more sparse dichotomous branching, in the distinct

keel, in the denser epidermis of the leaves, and in their prolongation
at their tips.

'Paleontologie Pran^aise. Plautos juraaaiques, Tome in ; atlaa, PI. xmi, Fig. 7.

tMonograph xv, 1 S Geological Survey, Part I, test, p. 221.
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Pagiophyllum dubium sji. nov.

PI, \x xix, Figs. 2-11.

Tree or shrub, with the penultimate aud altimate twigs, which

alone were seen, rigid, cylindrical, and quite thick, The leaves are

slightly imbricated) or overlap by their tips, which are thin%nd parch

incut like, while 1 li< -i i- bases are considerably thickened. They are

closely appressed to the surface of the twigs, and show no keel or

prominence of any kind. They vary much in shape, being broadly tri-

angulares broadly elliptical, sometimes rounded subquadrilateral. A II

are very obtuse and rounded ;ii their tips, and have their greatest di-

mensions transverse to the axis of the twig. The epidermis is thin,

but apparently quite durable, and the outer surface of the leaves is

marked by lines (if pits which are distinctly visible to the unassisted

eye, the lines converging toward the tips of the leaves, and being ap

proximately parallel to their margins. These imprints are exactly like,

those seen on Hie epidermis of Prenelopsis, which is strikingly like

that of the plantnowin question. The cones, single or in pairs, at

the end of short, very stout ultimate branches, are small and globular in

form, the largest seen being about 15n,,n in diameter, and the smallest

*,""". The, cone-bearing branches have, next under the cones, leaves

of different character from (he, normal ones. They resemble much ab

breviated points of WreneUypsia variant. They vary in shape from the

normal kinds to those in u liich the edges of I he leaves appear as trans-

verse lines more or less convex upwards, and concave downwind, only

one rank of leaves appearing on the anterior surface of the stem.

The scales of the cones are closely appressed, small, numerous,

spirally arranged, thickened at the free ends, prolouged info an incurv-

ing spiny beak like that of Araucaria. The beak being removed

leaves a scar not unlike thai, of Araucaria, being a rhombic-shaped

depression, much elongated transversely.

The scales of the cones, w hen wholly removed, as they generally are,

leave imprints thai an; in shape snbi hombic lo broadly elliptical, and

prolonged at the tips lo a more or less acute point.

This remarkable conifer is the most common fossil at the (den Rose

locality. The twigs are not specially abundant, but the cones are very

numerous, being much the most abundant fossil. They wen- borne on

the summit of stout ultimate twigs, that generally broke off a little be-

low the base Of the cone, so that usually a short piece of the twig is

found with each cone. Owing to the fact that the exterior of the fossils

at Glen Rose is generally removed in breaking the stone, these portions

pf the twigs attached to the cones do not often show the character of

the leases. Still a considerable number of specimens are found

with a few of the leaves pretty well preserved. Unfortunately none of

the twigs attached to cones are Jppg enough to show more t ban three or

four leaves. Hence t he character of t he leaver on more remote portions
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oi the coue«bearing twigs was never seen, and the gradations of the

abnormal leaves nexl to the cones into normal ones could never be

traced on the same twig. !'>ui on comparing a number of these twigs

it can be seen thai there is a complete transition from (he mosl abnor

nial forms to the normal ones. The leaves on 'most of the twigs next

to the (ones me so nincli like \ cry much shortened internodes of Wren-

elopsis parians thai for a long time 1 thoughl that the cones belonged, to

thai sjiccies. This supposition was confirmed by the fad thai this

Frenelopsis -has, in ;i number of cases, nodes on the stems that are

much shortened. The likeness to Frenelopsis is increased by the pres-

ence of i he lines of stomata, which much resemble (hose of thai plant,

and by the texture of the epidermis, which is similar to thai of

frenelopsis.

'flic vegetable matter of the twigs of this plant is generally in the

condition of a powder, inclosed in a shell com posed of epidermal tissue.

On breaking the stone the whole of the material crumbles away, and

the exterior shell, showing the shape of l In' leaves, is especially prone

to lie destroyed. On this account it is very difficult to preserve spcci

mens with leaves. Where the thin free tips of the leases overlap on

the thickened liases of those next above, pressure often produces the

imprint of a line, so that some hint is thus given of the shape of

the leases. The imprints thus formed, however, do not uise their true

shapes, as the overlapping ends are not shown. PI. xxxix. Fig. 1',

gives the shapes produced by these lilies, and it will serve also to indi-

cate the stoutness of the t wigs, the one represented here being a penul-

timate one.

'fhe leases were proportionally very large, and of the genera] form

of those of Brachyphyllum, but they do not possess the thick enamel-

like epidermis of that plant. They have their basal portions thickened,

and show very distinct rows of stomata. In these feature's they are

allied to Pagiophyllum (Pachyphyllum) more closely than to any other

previously described conifer, and on this account 1 have, with much
doubt, placed the plant in that geilUS, indicat ing its doubtful position

by the specific name given it. It is quite probable that the plant is the

tvpe of a new genus, nearly allied to Araucaria, and uniting in itself

with features of A rauearia, some of t hose of Uraehyphs Hum and Pa

giophyllum. 'fhe type seems to differ from Pagiophyllum chiefly in tin

form of the leaves. Pagiophyllum { Pachyphyllum) cirinicum, as described

by Saporta, ' agrees in its leases on some of the larger twigs with this,

but other forms of this species! have quite dillerent leases.

indeed, the genus Pachyphyllum, renamed by Heer Pagiophyllum,

although it can hardly be considered as sharply defined, has, as the

more common form of leaf, one quite dillerent from any shown in the

Paldontologie Frangaise, Plantes jurassicpiea. Tome Hi, I'l. UUi, Fig. 1.

i [bid., PI, i i\
. Figs, i-o,
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plant now in question. While some leaves, as given by Saporta, Liave

tranversely elongated, more or less founded, or rhombic tonus, they

mostly appear with elliptic or rhombic shapes, elongated in the direc-

tion of the axis of the stem,' with a considerable portion free, more or

less remote from the stem, often incurving, with the whole leaf much
thickened. This Texas plant docs not have these features.

The leaves of /'. dubium are very large in proportion to the diameter

of t he t wigs, so t hat :i single 1
<

* ; 1

1" often extends across l lie whole upper

surface of the stem, as is shown in PI. \\\i\, Figs. 3 and I, which

represent their more common forms. The cones are nearly always

single, at the tips of short, stout twigs, but PI. xxxix, Pig. 5 gives a

pair of cones, which appear at the summit of the twig. The shape

and size of the cones of this plan! remind one strongly of those of

Sequoia. The resemblance is increased when the cone scales are re-

tained, but have lost their l>e;il< like projections. Tin's sort of cone is

shown in PI. \ \\i\, Fig. 6. Platexxxix, Fig. 7, shows thedimensions of

one of the largest cones, and also the character of the imprints lefl when
the cone scales are removed. This cone shows, at the summit of the

twig which bears it, abbreviated leaves, such as are represented in PI,

\ \ \ i x, Fig. 8, other cone bearing t wigs have such leaves as are given in

PI. \\\i\, Fig. 9. Figures 8 and 9 give magnified portions ofthe twigs.

Plate xxxix, Fig. LO gives several leases considerably magnified to show

the lines of stomata. Plate xxxix, Fig. 1] givesatwigto which a short

cone-bearing twig is attached.

Frenelopsia varians sp. nov.

PI. \i , Figs. I -2; PL m.i, Pigs. I 3a.

Tree or shrub wit h penultimate and ultimate blanches alone ob-

tained. These were originally quite long, succulent, and cylindrical,

with joints of varying lengl h. The uii imate twigs seem to have played

the part of leaves. The largest penult imate blanches have it very

small woody axis; the ultimate ones usually show little or no woody
tissue. All the branches found fossil appeal- as flat, ribbon shaped

strips of vegetable mat ter, composed almost, wholly of parchment like,

very durable, epidermal tissue, uut ;il varying intervals bylines of

constriction which represent the nodes. The twigs are very prone to

break at these nodes, hence they usually present the form of fragments
without preservation of their summits and bases. The epidermis is

marked by lines of dot like imprints, which are not distinctly visible

without, I he help of a lens. The internodes vary much in length and
often Irregularly, especially in the ultimate twigs. They sometimes

appear uniformly short jointed, and then a re exactly like /'. parceramosa*

of the Potomac formation of Virginia, and from this cause I at

first thought it identical with that plant. This uniformly short

Monograph \\, r. s. Geological Survey, Part i, text, pp. 218 220.

Prod N. i\I. 93 is
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jointed form is shown in PI. XLI, Fig. 2. The most common form,

however, shows internodes or joints averaging about 15 millimeters

in length, except towards the base of the ultimate twigs, where, near

their attachment to the penultimate twigs, they uniformly are much
shortened, being 7 or 8 millimeters or less in length. These forms,

which we may regard as the normal ones, have an average width for

the joints of aboul <> millimeters. This normal form is represented by

PL xli, Fig. 3. Other specimens, however, show great irregularity, the

joints varying in length according to no rule, normal joints and short

ones being intermixed. This is seen in PI. XL. Fig. 1. especially in the

righl lower ultimate twig. The dimensions of the ultimate and penul-

timate twigs do not vary much. The ultimate twigs must, in some

cases, have attained a considerable length, for fragments were seen 10

centimeters long, which did not have the ends preserved and did not

show any marked diminution in diameter. The largest twig seen is a

mere fragment, and is shown in PI. xli, Fig. 1. This shows the largest

woody axis, for this axis appears to conform in size to the dimensions

of the twig. The ultimate twigs seem to have been in their attach

ment to the ultimate ones rather remote and scattered around them.

Some short twigs were found which seem to have been undeveloped

ultimate twigs. One of these is represented in PI. XL, Pig. 2. These

forms show abbreviated nodes which strikingly resemble tin- leaves at

the summit of the cone-bearing twigs of Pagiophyllum dubium.

The leaves are almost always undeveloped. The summits of the

joints which should show the leaves, if they were present, almost

always appear as a line of constriction which lias various attitudes.

It may run at right angles to the axis of the twig, or be inclined to it,

in both cases being nearly straight. In other eases, and these are

common, the constriction may be convex upwards or concave down-

ward. These succeed one another in such order as to indicate that the

ends of the joints bear undeveloped teeth or leaves of triangular type.

In a very few cases there are very slightly developed teeth or leaves,

which have the form of very broad, low triangles. This is shown in the

form given in PI. XLI, Fig. 3, where the right hand lower ultimate twig,

on the summit of the third joint from the attachment, shows a leaf of

this kind.

The almost universal absence of developed leaves is one of the most
important points of difference between this plant and F. parceramosa,

for in this latter visible leaves are quite common, and of the character

of those occurring with extreme variety in the Texas plant. It should

lie noted, however, that in the Potomac fossil a number of specimens

show only the lines of constriction, as in the case of F. varians. The
leaves when present appear to be one at the summit of each joint.

While the Texas plant is most probably specifically distinct from F.

parcerainosa, it is very near to it. being nearer than to 7*'. ffoheneggeri

Schenk, of the Urgonian of Europe. This latter seems to be interme-
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rtiate in type between F. ramosissina* of the Potomac formation and
F. parceramosa, since it has the considerable development of woody
tissue, and the whorls of three leaves on the joints, possessed by the

former, with the character of jointing and general aspect of the latter.

It is interesting to note that F. parceramosa occurs in the Potomac
formation of Virginia in only one locality! in company with plants

of a type strikingly like those associated with the Texas species.

This locality is the "Entrance to Trent's Reach," on James River,

where Dioonites Buchianus, Brachyphyllum orassicaule, Williamsonia

virginiensis, etc., are also round. Baieropsis pluripartita wa i found at

this locality, and it is probable that it will yet be found to exist in the

Trinity flora.

F. variant; is one of the most common fossils in the Glen Rose collec-

tion.

Frenelopsis Hoheneggeri (Ett.) Schenk.

PI. xlii, Figs. I, la.

The specimen given in PI. XLn, Fig. 4, is the only one of the kind that

was found in the (lien Rose fossils. It 1ms all the characters of

Schenk's plant, and differs decidedly from the numerous specimens of

F. rarians, among which it was found.

The specimens of F. varians are black in color, while this is brown.

The twigs have a larger woody axis than that found in the more com-

mon plant. The tubercles are larger, so that the lines formed by them
are distinctly seen with the unassisted eye, which is not the case with

F. varians, and the general aspect of the twigs is more rigid. But
more important than these features is the fact that- I lie summits of all

the joints bear distinctly developed leaves. These have the characters

seen in F. parceramosa and F. Hoheneggeri, i.e., they are short and
triangular in form. They differ from those of the former plant, and
agree with those of the latter in the important feature That they occur

in whorls of three. Two of these leaves occur on the upper face of the

lowest joint of the specimen, and are represented in PI. vn, Pig. 4a,

which gives a portion of the stem enlarged to show the character of the

leaves. The leaves alternate in position in the successive whorls, and
resemble clearly those given by Schenk for F. Hoheneggeri.% The lig-

ure of this plant, given (PI. vi, Fig. I) in Schenk's work, shows on the

second ultimate twig attached to the main stem on the left hand side,

couiding from the bottom of the figure, a single triangular leaf, and on

the joint next above these are two leaves of the same character that

alternate in position with the one below. On the joint above these

there is again a single leaf. This shows that the leaves of F. Hoheneg-

* Monograph xv, U. S. Geological Survey, Pari i, text, pp. 215-218.

Ubid., p. 220.

X " Die fossileo Pflaazeu iler Werusdorfor Scliichten." PI. vi, Pig. 1.
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govi occur, alternately iu whorls of three. They, as given in this figure,

agree exact!,) with those of t!i«' !'»• \;i s, plant.

<>n the specimen of tin' plant found at Glen Rose the epidermal

t issues on nearly nil the joints is too poorly preserved to show fnllv the

leaves, but enough is preserved to indicate clearly that the plant has

the character ui\ en above.

This Texas specimen lias the rigid aspect which is characteristic of

/•'. Hoheneggeri. li lias much more woody tissue Mian larger specimens

Of /•'. ruritdis, and shows no short joints.

Scquni.i p.if.iophy Monies |> m>\

I'l. \iii. Fig8. I ''"I-

Tree or shrub with the penultimate and ultimate brauches spread

ing in one plane, the latter alternate in position. Leaves on the older

branches spirally arranged so as to appear as facial and lateral in

positiou. The facial leaves are inconspicuous, sparsely scattered,

closelj appressed l<» the stem, and much smaller limn the lateral ones.

They are lancet shaped 01" elliptical, rounded at the lips, and very

obtuse, with no keel or midrib. The lateral leaves are much larger aim

form the only conspicuous ones. They are, as now presented, oval or

triangular in shape, rather remote, with a much broader base, strongly

decurrent, and stand nearly at right angles with the axis of the twig.

They are very obtuse ;il the summit, and are slightly falcate in their

upper port ion. The leaf substauce is very thick and is covered with n

dense, linn, and durable epidermis. They have a distinct keel or mid

rib, which toward the summit is much attenuated, but toward the

base is widened, so as to assume ;i t riangular form. The younger t wigs

Show only lateral leaves, which are similar to those oil the older Oil63.

The probable stnminale a men Is, of which only one specimen was Ion ml,

occur on a common stem arranged alternately. They are \ cry small,

being olub or pear shaped, with a maximum l hickuess at I he summit of

about 2 millimeters, and a length Of about •' millimeters. They are not

presen ed well enough to show the details oi structure, but appear to be

covered with thin, rounded scales. That they belong t«» this plant is

shown by the presence of a normal lateral leal between two of I he

ainenls, the two lowest on the lefl hand side.

Pig. l , I'l. xlii, shows one of the most complete branches of this plant

that was found, and Pig. ia givesa magnified portion of the main stem

of this specimen i<> show the facial leaves. These do not generally

appear, as they arc destroyed in splitting the slone by the peeling oil

of the epidermis. I'l. XLII, Pig.2, gives a specimen with lateral leaves

of the largest size, and which shows no facial leaves. Fig. '.'</ L^ives a

portion of this enlarged to show the character of the lateral leaves.

Pig. 3, PI, xlii, gives the group of aments of natural size, and Fig. 3a

gives a portion of il enlarged to show the normal lateral leaf.
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This fossil is one. of I lie most common ones at (lien Hose. Tliis is no

doubt accounted ten? by the very durable character of the epidermal

tissue and the thick character of the leaves. They are very prone to

peel off from the stones and leave only an imprint. The lateral leaves

appeal' now as a leathery material, composed mainly of the epidermis.

This has in the center a sharply defined keel, that looks like a pucker

in the leaf substance, rather than a bundle of woody (issue forming a

true raidnerve. The keel, however, is probably determined by the pres-

ence of such a midnerve influencing the shrinking of the leal' (issue in

drying. No vascular bundle, however, was distinctly seen, and in (his

respect, the leaves differ from those of Sequoia, and resemble more those

of Pagiophyllum. It is difficult to determine from the present aspect

of the leaves what whs their character when living. They, however,

give strong indications that they were much thickened towards their

bases, so as to have a pyramidal form, and they probably had a, disl inct

keel, so that their (moss section would be rhombic in form. This again

is a character of Pagiophyllum ami not of Sequoia. But in Pagiophyl-

lum, as a- rule, the facial leaves are numerous and as conspicuous as the

I ;iieral ones, while in I his plant they do not appear at all on the ultimate

ami youngest twigs, and on Cue older ones (hey are so tew, small, and

Closely oppressed that (hey are not visible unless carefully looked for.

It was only alter prolonged search that I ton ml a specimen showing them.

It is true that allowance must be made tor the greater liability of the,

facia! lenses to be destroyed in splitting the stone, but a number of

specimens showed the outer surfaces of the ultimate twigs well pro-

served, and in no case were facial leases shown even in (races.

I have with great hesitation placed this plant among the Sequoias,

to which it has, in general facies, a strong resemblance. It shows a

blending of the features of that genus and of Pagiophyllum, and is

probably a, new genus with composite character, as is the case with ( he

peculiar Pagiophyllum dubium. The data at hand, however, do not

Suffice to (i\ with certainty its true character, and it maybe provision

ally regarded as a Sequoia. The large angle that the lateral leases

make with the stem is totally unlike Pagiophyllum, and more resembles

Sequoia, although no previously described species of (his genus known
to me has leases standing so nearly at right angles with the stem.

Sequoia <<i)tbi(/i< i is nearest, to it, but, its leaves have a distinct vascular

midnerve, are much thinner in texture, and more acute, while they go
off more obliquely.

Abietites species *.

PI. \i, in. fig. I.

This undetermined cone is too fragmentary to permit its character to

be made (tut, bul enough is preserved to show thai if svas considerably

larger than any of those of Brachyphyllum and Pagiophyllum dubium.

The axis \+ thick and svo >dy, the scales appear to have been long and
wedge-shaped, thin at theirlower ends and thickened at their upper ends.
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The cone seems to have been broadly elliptical in form, about -\ centi

ini'icis long and 2 imi inicit is i hick. The si out si cm, si ill attached 1«»

the i>asc of the cone, does not show any of its external surface, so thai

the leaves can tiol be made out. In si/c and shape il reminds one of

Ahietitcs augusticarpiw of Mm Potomac of Virginia.*

PL wis OF UNOER I'AIN AFFINITY.

Willi. nnsoiii.i tcx.ui.i sp, n.>\

PI. \i in. Figs. I. •_'.

The brads are arranged in two alternating whorls, lour or five in

each whorl, al (he siiinmil of apparently a largo woody stem. They

are Ianeel shaped to narrowly ovate, aboul L5 millimeters long and 4

millimeters wide in the widest portion, smooth, and with no nerves

apparent. I Male \ i.i 1 1. Pig. I, shows some of the leaves at t he sum mil of

a small si em. Plate \i.iii. Fig. 2, shows a portion of both whorls some

what contorted, while i he stem is only partially given.

This is apparently a new species of W illiainsonia. It differs from

H . riraiii i< usis of the Potomac of Virginia t in being smaller, thinner

in texture, smoother, and in not showing hairs. The shape of the

bracts is similar to that of the two forms given by Schenk as found in

the WernsdoiT beds.i and which he thinks are the male inllorescencc of

some cyead, but the Stem of the latter, especially its summit, is quite

different. This adds another to the similar types of plants found at

Glen Rose aud the entrance to Trent's Reach in Virginia,

Carpolithua obovatus sp. uov.

PI. \iui. Pig. 5.

Several specimens were found. This seed is somewhat altered from

maceration, it shows pretty strong ridges, but has been decorticated

so that its original exterior can not now be made out. There appears

;n its lower end an indication thai il was attached to a strong stem. It

has an obovate shape, being widesl near the summit, where it seems

to have borne a short beak. In I he w ides I port ion il measures 1 I mil

limeters, while the length is 3 centimeters. It seems to have had a

large amount of woody tissue.

Carpolitb.ua Harvayi Bp, nov.

PI. \iiii. Pig, ;'..

Only one specimen was found. The svc{\ seems to have had a smooth

surface and a large anumiil of woody tissue, SO that the entire form is

now preserved in lignite. Its shape is elliptical, with one margin more

s, ,• Monograph xv, I . S. Geological Survey, Pari u. plates, PI. i xxxm, Fig. 1.

(Monograph \ \ . IT. s
. Geological Survey, Part l. text, \> 273; Pari II. plates, PI,

exxxm, Piga. 5-7 j PI. ei.xv. Pig. fi

fossilen PHan en «ler Wernstlorfer Schichten, PI. v, Pigs. 3, I.
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convex than the other. In the widest part it. measures L3 millimeters,

while the length equals 2£ centimeters. It is very much like C. curva

tus* of the Virginia Potomac, the only difference being that it is not

so much eurved as that. Named for Mr. J. W. Barvey, the collector.

Cycadeospermum rotundatum Font.

PI. xi.in, Fig. f>.

Several specimens of this were seen. The seed was spherical in form

and covered with a smooth parchment-like durable epidermis, which

looks like brown enamel, and is often all that is preserved. It is about

8 millimeters in diameter. It is exactly like the seed of the same name
found in the Potomac of Virginia,t but is more strictly globular in

form, a difference that is probably due to different effects of pressure.

AGE AND AFFINITIES OF THE TRINITY FLORA.

A typical Mesozoic Horn, is composed of only four elements. These

are ferns, cycads, conifers, and eqiiiseia. The flora of this type seems

to have reached its culmination in the Jurassic, but many of its plants

were continued with diminishing numbers through the Lower Cretace-

ous, ending with that epoch. The Wealden of different parts of the

world appears to have been the fresh-water and marsh equivalent of

the lower portion of the Neocomian, which, in its typical development,

represents the marine deposits of the Lower Cretaceous. The typical

Wealden contains n<> element in addition to the four given above, but
the lower Potomac formation, as seen in Virginia, appears to coincide

in age with the greater part of the Neocomian, and this gives us, so

far as is yet known, the first appearance of angiosperms. The older 'por-

tion of the lower Potomac contains, with a great predominance of .Juras-

sic types, a number of old forms of angiosperms, such as Ficophyllum,

Protea'phyllnm, Rogersi a, etc. In the upper beds of the same angio-

sperms become more abnmla nt and they are more modern in type, while

the Jurassic element is much diminished. The plants found at Glen
Pose, show, so far as can be judged from so imperfecta collection, that

the Trinity flora finds its closest resemblance in tin' older portion of the

lower Potomac. There is, however, this important difference: No trace

of angiosperms, even the most archaic, has been found in the Texas
region. We have only the four elements of the typical Jurassic flora.

This then makes the Trinity llora somewhat older than that of the old

est Potomac. The absence of the angiosperms and the presence of the

forms that are found indicate decidedly that the Trinity llora, is not

younger than the curliest, stage of the Cretaceous. The number of

Monograph w, U. S. Geological Survey, Part i, text, p. 269; Part m. plates, PI.

cxxxv, Fig. 17.

t Monograph sv, U.S. Geological Survey, Part i, text, p. 271; Pari u, plates,

PI. cxxxvi, Fig. 12.
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plants found to be identical with certain of those of the oldest Poto-

mac shows thai Mine is little difference in the age of the two forma-

tions. The plant bearing portion of the Trinity is somewhal older limn

the basiil Potomac strata, but the difference in nge can not l>e great.

There can be little doubt thai additional collections from the

Trinity strata will show al least some of the older forms of angio-

sperms found in the Potomac, bid at present they are not known to

exist. It will be convenient, for the purpose of comparison, to give in

the form of :i table the plants found at. (lien Rose. In it the plants

will be placed in the formations in which they have been previously

found, and where similar, but not identical, species have been pre-

viously known they will be indicated in the proper formation. In the

fust column the peculiar species, or those thai occuronlyal Glen Rose,

will be placed.

Iiibli of Glen Rose fossils.

i "..-ii

Liar

species.

I. Equisetnm te

Sphenopteris faldensisl
Dioonites Buchianus var. rarinervis....

I tioonitea Buchianus
Dioonites Buchianus var. anguatii'oliue

Dioonites Dunkerianns
Podozamites acul ifolius

Podozamitea species 1

Zamites tenuinervis
Alii. lit. h Linkii
I. mi-imps is longifolia
Sphenolepidium sin abi rgianum, \ ar

densifolium,
Pious species '

Urai i.\ pbj linn, texense

Pagiophj Hum dubium
Frenelopsis \ arians

Frenelopsis Hoheneggen
Sequoia pagioph] lloides

a iii. i ii.s ' species
w illi;iiiisinii:i texana
( larpolit inis niii)\ mIus
t larpolit Inis ii.H \ ej i

.•:; i '\ cadeospemiuiu mi iiuil.it urn

i lecturing
in the

I' in ...

formal inn.

Near Equisetum
v irginioum.

Near Dioonitea
Buchianus,

Near Podozamites
distant inert is.

Near Braoh\ phj I

llllll.lMSsi. -Mlllr.

Near Fr< uelopsis
parceramosa.

Near « larpolithus
curt mi us.

similar.
7 idi-nl leal.

t Occurring
in Hi..

Urgonian
format i. .ii

\. ;ir l liooniti

Buchianus

1 similar.
2 iilriii ical.

From this table it will be seen thai all the species of the (ilea Rose

fossils hitherto found occur in the Lower Cretaceous, ranging from the

Wealden to the Urgonian. The Potomac includes both these epochs.

Some of the fossils from (lien Rose have no value for the fixing oi' the age

of the flora because they are not sufficiently well characterized, of such

;i nature are Sphimopteris valdensis .', t he undetermined species ofPodoza-

mites, the species of PillUS, and the undetermined cone. Omitting

these, we have nineteen species. Pour of these are peculiar species,

and they of course can not be taken into consideration when thoTrin-
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Lty fossils arc compared with known plants. Of the fifteen remaining,

no less than twelve are identical with plants from the older Potomac,

or are so near them that a strong presumpi ion of the neai ness in age of

the two formal ions is established. The circumstances under which the

basal Trinity beds were laid down indicate that the fossils entombed in

them form a portion of a flora that was established on the land that

was enroached upon by the Trinity sea. It is probable that this same
Mora extended northward to Virginia, where, somewhat later, it was

preserved by a similar encroachment.

The Glen Rose, or alternating strata, in which the fossil plants are

lound, contain an abundant marine fauna, from the evidence of which

Prof. Hill had. concluded that its age is Neocomian, or basal Cretace

ous. No fossil plants hail been hitherto found in the Comanche scries,

and the evidence of its ago was derived wholly from the animal re-

mains. The discovery of plants in it was then of special importance',

for it enabled us to compare the evidence of the plant life with thai of

the animal life. It is interesting to find so close an agreement. This

agreement adds one more proof of the value of fossil Moras in fixing

the age of the strata in which they are found.

EXPLANATION <>f PLATES.

Platk XXXVI.

Fig. 1. Equiaetum texenae sp. nov.

Fig. -J. Sphenoptoria valdenaia Heer. .'

Figs. '.<, 1. Dioonitea Buchianu8, var. rarinervia var. dov.

Fig. 5. Dioonitea Buchianua Scliimper.

Fig. (!. Dioonitea Buchianua var. anguatifoliuB Font.

Fig. 7. Podozamitea acutifoliua Font. '.

Fig. x. Podozamitea sp. J

Fig. 9. Laricopaia longifolia Font.

Fig. in. Sphenolepidium Sternhergianum var. denaifolium Font.

Fig. 1 1 . Pinua up. ?

Fig. 1'2. Dioonitd8 Dunkerianua (Gtipp.) Miquel,

Plate xxxvii.

Fig. 1. Doonitea Dunkerianua (Gcipp.) Miquel.

Fig. 2. Abietitea Linkii (Koem.) Dunk.
Fig. 3, 4, Zamite8 tenuinervia Font. ,

Platk xxxviii.

Fig. 1. '_'. Zamitea tenuinervia Font.

Figs. 3-5. Brachyphyllum texenaetjj). nov.

Plate xxxix.

Fig, 1, \d. Brachyphyllum texenee sp. nov.

Figs. 2-11. Pagiophyllum duhium sp. nov.

Plate xl.

Figs. 1, 'J. Frenelopaia variana sp. nov.
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Pi VTE \l.l

bigs, L—3c. Frenelopais variana up. uov.

Pi. A IK \I.H.

Figs. \-'.\(i. Sequoia pagiophylloidea sp. uov.

Figs. 4, l«. Frenelopaia Hohenggeri (Ett.) Scbenk.

I'i.a ri: \i.ni.

Figs. 1. 2. Il'illiftnisfuid texnna sp. uov.
'''..

Fig

Fig

Fin

3. Carpolithea Warvcyi sp. uov.

I. Abietites sp. .'

5. Carpolithea obovatua sp. n<»\

.

ii. Cycadeo8permum rotundatum Fonl
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Fossil Plants from the Trinity of Texas.
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Fossil Plants from the Trinity of Texas.
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Fossil Plants from the Trinity of Texas.
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Fossil Plants from the Trinity of Texas.
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Fossil Plants from the Trinity of Texas.
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